2014 On montre que la théorie générale de Sneddon (1965) permet d'étudier les contacts de poinçons axisymétriques adhésifs. On donne la relation entre charge et pénétration, et la force d'adhérence pour un cône de révolution.
Adhesive contact of a conical punch on an elastic half-space (*) D. Maugis Abstract. 2014 It is shown that the Sneddon general theory (1965) enables the contact of axisymmetric adhesive punches to be studied. The relation between load and penetration, and the adherence force for conical punch are given. [1] has derived a solution of the axisymmetric Boussinesq problem from which he deduced simple formulae for the depth of penetration 6 of the tip of a punch of arbitrary profile, for the total load which must be applied to the punch to achieve this penetration, for distribution of pressure u.(r, 0) under the punch, and for the displacement uz(r, 0) of the surface :
In these formulae, a is the radius of the contact, z = f (x) = ¡(ria) describes the profile of the punch (with f (o) = 0) and X(t) is defined by For punches with continuous profile, Sneddon lets X(I) = 0 in order to have a finite stress at the edge of the contact and uses this criterion to determine ~.
For spherical or conical punches, the classical results are easily found.
The aim of this note is to show that the hypothesis /(1) = 0 is not imperative, and that x( 1 ) 7~ 0 allows us to describe adhesive contacts taking into account the Dupre energy of adhesion w = Y1 + Y2 -Y12 of the facing solids (the yi and yij are the surface and interfacial energies). Letting Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyslet:0198100420509500 L-96 JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE -LETTRES the stress (] z and the discontinuity of displacement at a distance p of the edge of the contact can be written These formulae are found in fracture mechanics in mode I and plane deformation, and KI is the stress intensity factor. They appear because the edge of the contact can be considered as a fracture tip that recedes or advances according as the load P increases or decreases. In this case the strain energy release rate is given by (the factor 1 /2 arises because the punch is not deformable), and at equilibrium one has G = w. Let PI, the apparent load which, if X(I) = 0 would give the same radius of contact a as observed under the load P with /(1) ~ 0. Then i.e. For a spherical punch (radius R ), taking the approximationâ ll the results of the Johnson, Kendall, Roberts [2] theory are directly found. The relations between their theory and fracture mechanics have been shown elsewhere [3] .
In the case of a conical punch, with semi-angle --~, one has hence with It can be verified that the connection of the elastic half-space to the cone is tangential if /(1) = 0, and vertical if X(l) # 0 (geometry of fracture mechanics). The relation between PI and P is given, from equations (12) The stress distribution under the punch results from the superposition, on the same area, of the stresses due to a non adhesive conical punch under a load PI, and the stresses due to a flat punch under the tensile load P1 -P. This stress distribution is shown on figure 2 , in reduced coordinates, for the case P = 0.
Stresses are infinite at the origin of coordinates, as for conventional conical punches; and infinite at r = a, as for conventional flat punches. Physically this means that a certain volume of material under the apex and at the periphery will flow plastically and hence reduce the high concentration of stress in that neighbourhood. If5/~ ~ 1, i. e. for j8 ~ 1, the plastic flow will be confined to a very small region, and the elastic solution will have a wider field of application.
These results could also be obtained by a method similar to that in [2] by writing that the total energy 
